USE & CARE

• Before initial use, wash inside of Kettle with warm water and dishwashing liquid, and rinse thoroughly.

• Use medium flame or temperature setting.

• Center Kettle over heating element. Do not use on heating element larger than bottom of Kettle, as this may damage the Kettle.

• Tightly place lid on Kettle for proper whistling.

• When you hear whistle, remove Kettle from heat source immediately.

• Touch hot Kettle by handle only. Always use a pot holder to lift hot Kettle.

• To pour, just tap open spout cap being careful to touch black silicone only.

• Do not touch steel spout after or during boiling or anytime the Kettle is hot.

CLEANING

• Hand wash with warm water and dishwashing liquid.

• Do not use abrasive powders or steel wool.

• Do not place in dishwasher.

• Empty Kettle of excess water after each use.

• To remove rust and mineral deposits from inside of Kettle, boil water for 30 minutes with 2T baking soda and 3T lemon juice. Rinse thoroughly.

CAUTION!

• Do not let water boil completely out of Kettle. If boiled dry, turn off burner and wait until Kettle cools before handling it. Boiling dry may damage Kettle. If this occurs, do not reuse Kettle.

• Use medium heat on gas stove.

• Always center Kettle over flame or heating element.

• Do not let flame extend beyond sides of Kettle.

• Do not use on heating element larger than bottom of Kettle.

• Do not place Kettle on heating element with spout in open position.

• Do not fill above maximum capacity as indicated below.

Maximum Fill Line
Do not fill above middle of spout opening